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HT/1205 MKII
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SUGGESTED RETAIL: £849.00

HT/1205 MKII (a.k.a The Cannon)

HT/1205 MKII establishes a new performance standard for

affordable home theatre subwoofers. Avoiding electronic

gimmickry in favor of properly balanced priorities; cabinets that

are right-sized, solidly braced and beautifully finished. A sparkling

new amp design that effortlessly delivers 500W into an all-new

CarbonGlas™ 12” (300mm) driver. The sexy new black lacquer top

plate has a subtle REL logo floating on top, while the expensively

wrought black line-grained composite for the cabinet looks the

business.

HT/1205 MKII plays 50% louder than its predecessor, while also

delivering more precision and subtlety. It is capable of output

levels more commonly found in models well over $1,000/£1,000.

Fantastic for music and available HT-Air rounds out a perfect

offering.

Specifications

ACTIVE DRIVER SIZE &

MATERIAL

12 in., 300mm long-throw, CarbonGlas™ cone structure,

inverted carbon fibre dust cap, steel chassis

LOW FREQUENCY

EXTENSION

-6dB at 22 Hz

OUTPUT CONNECTORS Daisy Chain Low Level stereo RCA or LFE RCA

AMPLIFIER TYPE NextGen5 Class D

×



ALL NEW SERIE HT/1205 MKII AND HT/1003 MKII - LEARN MORE (HTTPS://REL.NET/PRODUCT-

CATEGORY/SERIE-HT/)
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SERIE HT

£849.00
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In the interest of product development, REL Acoustics Limited reserve the right to vary these

specifications without notice.

DUAL PARAMETRIC FILTER N/A

Protection System

D.C. FAULT Yes

MAINS INPUT VOLTAGE 220-240 volts, 110-120 volts for certain markets

Dimensions

NET WEIGHT 43.2 lbs. (19.6kg)

Supplied
Accessories

NEUTRIK SPEAKON NA

USERS MANUAL Yes
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HT/1205 MKII establishes a new performance standard for affordable home theatre subwoofers.

Avoiding electronic gimmickry in favor of properly balanced priorities; cabinets that are right-

sized, solidly braced and beautifully finished. A sparkling new amp design that effortlessly

delivers 500W into an all-new CarbonGlas™ 12” (300mm) driver. The sexy new black lacquer top

plate has a subtle REL logo floating on top, while the expensively wrought black line-grained

composite for the cabinet looks the business.

HT/1205 MKII plays 50% louder than its predecessor, while also delivering more precision and

subtlety. It is capable of output levels more commonly found in models well over $1,000/£1,000.

Fantastic for music and available HT-Air rounds out a perfect offering.

FIND A DEALER (HTTPS://REL.NET/DEALERS)

REL Customer Promise Learn More (https://rel.net/customer-promise/)

     (https://rel.net/customer-promise/)

Rethink What's Possible
PERFORMANCE HOME THEATER
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Serie HT is designed specifically to answer the challenge of creating affordably priced,

exceptionally dynamic, pure home theater powered subwoofers. The HT/1205 MKII is the

ideal combination of a lightweight, modern 12” CarbonGlas™ (300mm) driver coupled to a

powerful 500W Class D amplifier that runs cool, producing extraordinary dynamics.

Internally, we developed specially adapted home theater input filters that produce

extremely flat bass down in the 20’s.

We set out to build the loudest, relatively compact 12” unit available for pure home theater

use, and at truly attractive pricing. You’ll be the judge of how well we accomplished that

goal, but critics are already lining up for reviews. We believe the HT/1205 MKII is destined

to become a modern classic with svelte cabinet dimensions finished in an attractive, yet

purposeful line grained black aluminum-look and topped by a 12mm thick beautifully

polished top that serves to damp vibrations on the critical top surface of the cabinet.

For REL owners already enjoying our Reference, Serie S and T/i subwoofers designed for

both 2-channel and theater use, the HT/1205 MKII is designed to supplement their

system’s .1/LFE output to produce extremely high output for chest rumbling home theater

special effects.
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Заказал,через 2 недели приедет,буду тестить на сколько правдивое описание обновлённого
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REVIEWS + AWARDS

"The power the REL Acoustics HT/1205 MKII brings to music

and home entertainment systems is remarkable at the price.

The 500W power output rating really does seem under-

specified as this potent performer will easily drive medium-

sized rooms without breaking a sweat, and there’s plenty in

reserve to drive even larger rooms should circumstances

require." Read More +
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What are you into?

Home Theater Music
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REL Acoustics America

800 Addison St.

Berkeley, CA 94710

North America
REL Acoustics, Ltd.

North Road

Bridgend Industrial Estate

Bridgend CF313TP

Europe & Asia

contactus@rel.net (mailto:contactus@rel.net)

(510) 990-6005

sales@rel.net (mailto:sales@rel.net)

+44 (0) 1656 768777

+44 (0) 1656 766 093
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